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Jaipuria Institute of Management, Noida celebrated Independence Day on the campus on Monday, 15th August 2022 to
commemorate a historic milestone of 75 years of progressive India. The event commenced with the hoisting of the tricolour or
Tiranga, followed by the national anthem. With the heightened feelings and spirit of patriotism, the event was further taken
forward with the speech of Dr D.N. Pandey, the Director of the Institute, as he enlightened the audience with insights on Azadi ka
Amrit Mahotsav'. The occasion was graced with various cultural programs organized by the Cultural Committee and Ek Bharat
Shresth Bharat (EBSB) Committee of the Institute. It was followed by the vote of thanks by the SEC President, Mr Devanshu
Diwakar. The day witnessed a number of programmes including patriotic singing that not only evoked a sense of pride in being an
Indian but also filled the hearts of the audience with a sense of gratitude towards the freedom fighters and the sacrifice made by
them to free the Indians from the clutches of the Britishers. An amazing act based on Women empowerment thrilled the
audience, as performers beautifully presented the life of women and the discrimination they go through. 
 The event was followed by games. Table Tennis match was organized where around 14 students participated. Saurabh Saroj
received the first prize and Pranjal Preet received the second prize..
A friendly cricket match was held between students and staff of the Institute. The match started with tossing the coin which was
won by the Staff team who decided to bowl first. The student team won the match easily with 25 runs. Their joy knew no bounds
when they triumphantly held the winning trophy in their hands. Dr. V.K. Tomar gave away the medals to the all players. The event
concluded with an inspiring speech by Dr. Tomar.
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JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATIONS
Jaipuria Institute of Management, Noida blossomed with colours of joy on the occasion of Janmashtami. A mesmerizing event
was organised by Malhar- the Cultural committee, Hostel Affairs Committee and Events Committee. It started with a Rangoli
making competition, followed by Matki decoration, which was not only filled with Lord Krishna's favourite sweets but also
with the creativity and love of Jaipurians. Ms Lipika Khera won the Matki decoration competition while Ms Niharika Kumari
won the Rangoli competition. Moving forward, the Pooja was initiated by Ms Rajkumari, the Hostel warden. The melodious
aarti in the evening filled every corner of the campus with holy and pleasant vibes. The event was followed by Ritika's
monologue on Lord Krishna's childhood and a fun quiz by the anchors of the evening Sakshi Agarwal, Sachin Verma and Mansi
Karnwal, along with a very soothing group song. Other performances included a beautiful Kathak dance performed by  
 Ms Ayushi, the skit showing different phases of Lord Krishna's life and the very entertaining group dance led by Sampada
Gurtu, President, Malhar. The series of programs ended with Matki phod competition. The first prize went to team The
Bangers while team Gopal Krishna bagged the 2nd prize. Any celebration is incomplete without music and dance, so the event
wrapped up with students dancing their hearts out to the beats of dhol, followed by a delicious dinner.
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IRC NETWORKING WITH NZ HIGH COMMISSION
On the 9th of August, the International Relations Committee (IRC) of Jaipuria
Institute of Management, Noida, got a golden opportunity and had a great honor
to meet the New Zealand High Commissioner to India H.E Mr David Pine at the
Launch ceremony of Te Pūkenga - New Zealand Institute of Skills and
Technology.  Te Pūkenga brings 16 Institutes of Technology and Polytechnics
with 163 delivery sites across New Zealand.
Dr Poonam & Ms Rakhi attended a networking event at the New Zealand high
commission and got a chance to meet many representatives of renowned B-
Schools in NZ. 
This helped International Relations Committee to invite participants  and
collaborate on the upcoming events at Jaipuria Institute of Management. It also
allowed for conversations about enhancing academic cooperation on both virtual
and physical platforms.

IRC NETWORKING INITIATIVE
On 9th August Dr. Poonam met Prof Mitra from the University of Brunswick
in Canada to discuss upcoming collaborative partnerships. A brief
presentation introducing Jaipuria Institutes & its international outreach was
given by Dr Poonam. Prof. Mitra talked about the different facets of
academic partnerships between Jaipuria Institutes and the University of
Brunswick.
The meeting concluded on a very positive one, with plans to continue
meeting and discussing formal cooperation to produce beneficial outcomes
for the faculty and students of both Institutes.

HAPPINESS DISTRIBUTION DRIVE: AN INITIATIVE BY CSR COMMITTEE
On the occasion of 75th Indian Independence day, the
Corporate Social Responsibility committee of Jaipuria Institute
of Management, Noida executed a Happiness distribution
drive. It took place on 18th August 2022 in a slum area in
Noida. The drive was about endeavouring  to spread happiness
by distributing sweets, snacks, and other food and stationery
items to the slum kids. The event was well managed and
coordinated by Harshit Singh (President), Priyanshi Saxena
(Vice President) and Rishav Kumar Singh (Vice President).
During the event, packets of goodies and stationery items
were distributed to 150 children by the student leaders and
their team of 8 senior coordinators. As the country celebrated
Azaadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav, the children were also sensitized
about the tremendous sacrifices of freedom fighters and their
role and efforts to make our country an Independent nation .

This weekly newsletter is an initiative by MRC Noida to present all the events during the preceding week. We welcome your thoughts and suggestions.


